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Introduction
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A borderless world, a seamless
marketplace; this is the vision of the Aldo
Group, a family of brands custom-built to
meet the demands of the modern
international customer.

This vision has been making its way across
the globe since the Aldo Group opened its
first store back in 1972.

Since then, it has gone on to make its name
known around the world with 3,000 points
of sale in over 100 countries and almost
200 million customers visiting stores each
year.

In 2016, 67% of Aldo’s global workforce and 69% of management were women. 
The goal now is to improve the gender balance at senior level. 



Our eCommerce mandate in Europe
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• Build European eCommerce team

• Drive eCommerce business and market expansion

• Identify the levers for incremental revenue

• Champion European consumer behaviour

• Ensure their needs are considered and met in 

Aldo’s strategic plans

• Enhance omnichannel capabilities

• Translate Aldo’s Global brand strategy locally

• Be ready for shifts in consumer behaviour and 

shopping preferences



How do we inform our market expansion strategy?
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• Local currency required
• Requires alignment with store catalogue 
• Requires alignment with store prices & promotions 
• Store fulfilment
• Customs clearance
• In store returns & exchange
• Brand awareness
• Brand selling points (O&O, Franchise, Wholesale, Digital Accounts…)
• Website traffic 
• Country stability
• Digital retail (US$ M) 
• Digital penetration & maturity
• Consumer behaviour
• Mobile penetration 



Localization and Expansion Roadmap
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Pan-EU website with 8 
‘ship-to’ destinations
• Ireland
• Germany
• Netherlands
• Belgium
• Sweden
• Greece
• Luxembourg
• Finland

In English, Euros and 
basic payment options.

One catalogue, one 
price, one marketing 
calendar

Launched German 
translations & CCC 
support in August

New markets – Identify new markets based on 
digital opportunities and strategic priorities

Local Hero Fulfilment – Including PUDO (Pick 
up drop off points, lockers etc)

User journey – Optimise components on key 
pages and adapt checkout process

Product assortment – North, South, fashion, 
functional, colour, material, price

Marketing – Localise marketing activities and 
identify best performing channels by market

CCC – Local open hours and additional chat 
support by brand advocates

2017
2018 

Organic Growth
2018 Localization & Expansion

Driving Incremental Growth
2019 Additional 

Localization Opportunities

Annualization of 2017 
sales 

Organic growth from 
existing markets

Annualization of 
benefits from 
enhancements 
implemented in 
August 2017 

Eg: CVR and AOV 
increases due to 
German translations

Adding 3 new store-fronts and localizing Pan 
EU

• Pan-EU = Ireland
• (+Netherlands, Belgium, Sweden, 

Greece, Luxembourg, Finland)

• Germany (+Austria)
• France
• Italy

5 key components of our business case
• Translated website and marketing content
• Local payment options
• Multilingual CCC 
• Local merchandising, price and 

promotions
• Fulfilment



Different markets, different landscape. A unique approach for each
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• Franchise market
• Build trust and partnership
• Systems not integrated
• Returns direct to NLDC - Phase 1
• Manage consumer expectations
• Different SKUs
• Align marketing calendar & 

prices

• Digital accounts
• No stores
• Data capture limitations
• Returns direct to NLDC
• Own the marketing calendar
• Build partnership with digital accounts 

to avoid cannibalization and 
competition

• Franchise market, now O&O
• Systems partially integrated
• Returns to stores & NLDC
• Operational challenges
• Different Tax
• Marketing calendar and 

prices driven by Brand



Fulfilment
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• Some markets prefer Collection Points (PUDO) over other methods

• Postcodes differ by market 

• Shipping costs per carrier

• Shipping costs per Country

• Returns flow costs by carrier and market, some which have to be refunded by law
– Returns rates differ by market. Germany has the highest return rate due to historical mail order catalogue behaviour 

• Shipping is charged in some markets based on carrier charges and market importance

• Return labels by carrier

• Tracking systems

• Duties and Taxes

• Lead times per market, next day delivery sometimes a challenge (Currently unavailable for UK, our biggest market)

• Packaging to delight your consumer

Aldo US & Canada – One partner 



Payment Methods
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Aldo accepts the following payment methods:

Being global, serving local:

Retailers should offer at least the top three payment methods in a given market or country. Most shoppers will use at least one of them and it has been shown that 
providing the top three methods, rather than only the most popular, can increase conversions by up to 30%.



Consider the longest language when optimising your website
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How many Countries?
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North America has 2

Europe has 12,
and growing



A (Royal) Wedding Newsletter
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Quintessentially British…



It’s really as simple as chips…
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Do you have any questions?
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Talin Vartevanian
tvartevanian@aldogroup.com


